


Whether it’s due to aging, genetics, hormonal changes or  
other causes, hair thinning and loss can be worrisome and  

frustrating. Healthy hair and hair growth begins with a healthy scalp.  
Tea Tree Scalp Care is a preventative system that gently and naturally 
helps to slow down the process of hair thinning. Ideal for men and  
women, this colour-safe daily regimen is infused with our exclusive  
Regeniplex™ botanical blend to promote optimal scalp health and  
encourage healthy, thicker hair.

INTRODUCING 
SCALP CARE



This naturally inspired blend of five active ingredients promotes healthy hair  
and scalp in three steps:

EXCLUSIVE 
REGENIPLEX™ 
BOTANICAL BLEND

Helps block the 
shrinking  
hair follicles 

Clover flower  
extract helps slow 
down the process of 
hair follicle shrinking 
and helps reduce 
hair fall.

Helps expand  
the follicle and 
strengthen the  
hair shaft 

Kakadu plum,  
pea peptides, turmeric 
and ginseng moisturize  
and stimulate the  
scalp while increasing  
hair density and  
decreasing breakage.

Helps alter the 
growth pattern

Our exclusive  
botanical blend  
helps extend the 
growth and resting 
phase of the hair  
cycle to shorten the 
cycle of hair fall,  
resulting in fuller, 
thicker hair.

STEP TWO STEP THREESTEP ONE

VOLUME AND STRENGTH
REPORTED INCREASED HAIR%*85 



WHAT IT DOES

Colour-safe cleanser gently removes impurities to prime the scalp for stronger, 
thicker-looking hair.

HOW IT WORKS

Exclusive Regeniplex™ blend contains Kakadu plum, pea peptides, clover flower, 
turmeric and ginseng to stimulate the scalp and provide fuller, thicker hair.

ADDED BONUS

Helps add volume by thickening each strand.

FOR FULLER, STRONGER HAIR

SCALP CARE
ANTI-THINNING SHAMPOO

Step 0ne: Stimulate

100ml £7.25 RRP

300ml £16.95 RRP

1000ml £37.95 RRP



WHAT IT DOES

Lightweight conditioner detangles fine, fragile hair.

HOW IT WORKS

Exclusive Regeniplex™ blend contains Kakadu plum, pea peptides, clover flower, 
turmeric and ginseng to help protect against breakage, resulting in fuller,  
thicker hair.

ADDED BONUS

Detangles without weighing the hair down.

FOR FULLER, STRONGER HAIR

SCALP CARE
ANTI-THINNING CONDITIONER

Step Two: Strengthen

100ml £7.50 RRP

300ml £17.95 RRP

1000ml £38.95 RRP



WHAT IT DOES

Twice-daily spray helps create an optimal scalp environment for thicker, stronger, 
fuller hair.

HOW IT WORKS

Exclusive Regeniplex™ blend contains Kakadu plum, pea peptides, clover flower, 
turmeric and ginseng and absorbs into the scalp to help stimulate and protect 
against breakage, resulting in fuller, thicker hair.

ADDED BONUS

Helps increase hair density and encourage healthy hair growth.

LEAVE-ON SCALP STIMULATOR

SCALP CARE
ANTI-THINNING TONIC

Step Three: Regenerate

Part hair section by section 
and spray directly onto scalp, 
in the centre of the section. 
Avoid applying product  
directly onto the hair.

Silde finger down the parting 
to distribute, so the scalp can 
absorb the tonic.

SHAKE WELL. APPLY TWICE DAILY ON  
TOWEL-DRIED OR DRY HAIR. DO NOT RINSE.

Fine texture 
1" section: Apply 1 pump 
to middle of parting

Medium texture 
3/4" section: Apply 2 pumps 
to middle and end of parting

Coarse texture 
1/2" section: Apply 3 pumps 
to beginning, middle and  
end of parting

BEST APPLICATION

50ml £18.95 RRP

100ml £37.95 RRP
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*Based on an 8-week clinical study on 28 people conducted by an independent laboratory. Results may vary.
U.S. registered mark of John Paul Mitchell Systems ®. 08884


